John Lubbock's longest-standing scientific research interest was entomology. Some of his earliest systematic investigations of insect and marine life began under the tutelage of Darwin. Darwin shaped the trajectory of, and the programme for, Lubbock's natural history work. However, to understand John Lubbock's identity as a scientist, he must be located within the context of the Victorian 'intellectual'. This paper traces Lubbock's entomological work from its early development under Darwin to his later work on insect sensory physiology and comparative psychology. Far from being the death of his scientific career, Lubbock's entry into Parliament marked the pinnacle of his career as a scientific intellectual. He built on his early work on invertebrate anatomy, physiology and taxonomy, and on his archaeological and anthropological research to expound his vision of mental evolution. His research on 'savages', on ants, bees and wasps, and on his dog, 'Van', permitted him to expatiate upon the psychic unity of all sentient beings, which, in turn, underpinned his overarching educational programme.
accentuated the evolutionary continuum between human and animal. Moreover, they highlighted the minute size of life on Earth in relation to the 'plurality of worlds', which constituted the infinite expanse of the Universe. In referring to social insects, Tennyson was tapping into contemporary interests. In 1888 the evangelical evolutionist Henry Drummond declared: 'A few years ago, under the distinguished patronage of Mr. Darwin, the animal in vogue with scientific society was the worm. At present the fashionable animal is the ant. ' Lubbock's identity as a scientist has proven equally difficult to contextualize historically. Some have argued that Lubbock is best remembered as an archaeologist and anthropologist. 12 But, if anything, his work in these fields constituted a brief tangent of a larger intellectual project. A decade after he both ceased active work on prehistory and entered Parliament, Lubbock became most renowned for his scientific research on social insects-ants, bees and wasps. This work was undoubtedly inspired by Darwin, and it should be seen as a continuation of Lubbock's formative education in invertebrate anatomy and physiology under the tutelage of the reclusive naturalist of Down (now Downe). But Lubbock's work on prehistory, sensory physiology and comparative psychology was part of a broader commitment to the defence and reform of the Established Church and to the 'moral regeneration of mankind' through the power of education. Lubbock contended that a complete understanding and appreciation of mental evolution would permit him to achieve the pinnacle of promise evinced by his hopeful progressive developmentalism. In undertaking this programme, Lubbock contributed to the professionalization of society. In his parliamentary career, he successfully introduced an unprecedented number of private members' bills. Most of these addressed scientific subjects or involved the regulation of professions or commercial practices. For Lubbock, his commitment to meritocracyunderpinned by industriousness and acquisition of knowledge-was a continuation of familial whig-liberal commitments. Lubbock, the proto-professionalizing scientist, was actually the quintessential late-Victorian liberal intellectual.
LUBBOCK, DARWIN AND INVERTEBRATE PHYSIOLOGY
Undeniably, John Lubbock was both intellectually and geographically close to Charles Darwin, who took up residence at Down House just two years after Lubbock's family had begun extensive renovations of an estate at High Elms, one mile from the village of Down. 13 Sir John William Lubbock (1803-65) , his wife, Harriet, and their 11 children-John Lubbock being the eldest-were the first neighbours with whom the Darwins became intimate. Sir John W. Lubbock counselled Darwin on financial investments in land and railways; and both men devoted energies to common, paternalist educational and charitable organizations in the village of Down.
14 With the consent of the young man's father, Darwin orchestrated the purchase of a microscope for John Lubbock. Before long, they were swapping lenses for their matching Smith and Beck simple dissecting microscopes. 15 More importantly, Darwin encouraged and directed Lubbock's work in the anatomy and physiology of marine life and insects. In 1850 he successfully proposed 16-year-old Lubbock for membership of the Entomological Society of London. 16 One year later, Darwin contacted England's leading insect physiologist, George Newport, to draw his attention to John Lubbock, who had 'a strong taste for dissecting insects'. 17 Lubbock's first published paper was a description of a new species of Calanidae from Darwin's Beagle crustacean collection. 18 Shortly after this article appeared in 1853, Darwin successfully asked American James Dwight Dana, one of the foremost experts on crustacea, to give Lubbock 'a little encouragement'. 19 Darwin commented on and corrected Lubbock's manuscript paper about reproduction in the water-flea Daphnia, a freshwater crustacean (figure 1), before communicating it to the Royal Society. On the basis of this paper, the Royal Society elected John Lubbock to the Fellowship in 1858, at the relatively young age of 24 years. Charles Darwin was of course one of his proposers; Richard Owen, 'Britain's Science and the liberal intellectual most accomplished naturalist of the Victorian period', organized the necessary signatures. 20 Only one year earlier, Lubbock had gained membership of the Athenaeum Club, 'the metaphorical lodge of the [intellectual] "freemasonary" ', on Darwin's recommendation. 21 Through dinner parties at Down House, Lubbock met Francis Galton, J. D. Hooker and Charles Lyell in 1854; T. H. Huxley in 1856; and John Stevens Henslow in 1857. 22 Taking stock of his supporters just months after the publication of On the Origin of Species, Darwin numbered Lubbock as one of 15 leading men of science who championed his theory of evolution.
23 By the 1850s, belief in the miraculous creation of species was in serious doubt among the educated classes. Robert Chambers's anonymously published Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation (1844) had generated considerable discussion about evolution. 24 While attending the annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, Lubbock spent an evening in Hull in September 1853 discussing the 'mutability of species' with Charles Henry Strickland. The two men came to the conclusion that species 'might change into one another'. 25 But John Lubbock did not address the subject in print until after the Darwin-Wallace Linnean Society papers in 1858. In a paper given to the Royal Society that year, Lubbock posited intraspecific variation of the nervous systems of an insect, Coccus hesperidium, as evidence against the notion 'that such species were separately created'. 26 'My neighbour and an excellent naturalist, J Lubbock is an enthusiastic convert', Darwin informed A. R. Wallace in April 1859. 27 References to Lubbock's work in the first (November 1859), third (March 1861) and fourth (1866) editions of Origin were, perhaps, another manifestation of his support. 28 Within the field of biology, Lubbock was most prolific and successful as an entomologist. His major entomological monographs closely followed Darwin's research trajectory, if not also a Darwinian programme. Darwin wrote a major systematic study of Cirripedes (barnacles) for the Ray Society (1851-54); two decades later, Lubbock wrote a systematic study of the insect orders Collembola (springtails) and Thysanura (silverfish) Figure 1 . Sketches of Daphnia by John Lubbock, ca. 1850. Lubbock's notebooks, held by the Royal Society, are frequently interleaved with loose working notes and drawings. These appear in a volume of original and copied natural history material (MS/683/1/11). Lubbock's researches appeared as 'An account of the two methods of reproduction in Daphnia, and of the structure of the ephippium', Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. 147, 79-100 (1857).
for the same society. Darwin wrote on the instinct, intelligence, habits and expression of emotions in humans, worms and other animals; Lubbock did the same for insects. And both men produced books on the relationships between insects and flowers. 29 Undoubtedly motivated by a commitment to the primacy of taxonomy, several of Lubbock's contemporaries considered Monograph of the Collembola and Thysanura (1873) to be his greatest scientific achievement. The Thysanura, which are small, delicate, and sensitive to light, had previously been of little interest to collectors. Lubbock was the first to suggest that the Thysanura and Collembola formed two distinct orders, and he proposed the name Collembola. 30 Like Darwin's Cirripedes, however, the Thysanura also provided Lubbock with embryological evidence on the origin of species. Darwin had been convinced of the validity of Louis Agassiz's speculations 'that the geological succession of extinct forms is in some degree parallel to the embryological development of recent forms'. Consequently, he argued that similarities in ontogeny (individual development) were indications of common descent: only, for example, by an examination of the larvae of Cirripedes was he able to identify the barnacle as a crustacean. 31 In the early 1870s Lubbock applied to insects the embryological evidence of descent. With explicit reference to Ernst Haeckel's recent biogenetic law (theory of recapitulation), Lubbock's On the Origin and Metamorphoses of Insects (1874) demonstrated that perfect insects, which differed greatly in form, shared similarities in their larval state. 32 Moreover, he used this evidence to trace the archetypal ancestors of insects to Campodeaform and Lindia-form progenitors. Significantly, Lubbock departed from the heavily morphological bias of the embryological research of the 1870s. He elaborated Darwin's contention that some active insect larvae might diverge in form as a result of adaptation to the exigencies of their environment at particular stages in their development. He thereby appealed to the priorities of both field naturalists and pure morphologists. 33 As a neighbour and mentor, Charles Darwin was a formidable influence on the intellectual career of John Lubbock. But there is a danger in adopting a Darwinian lens to analyse Lubbock's entire career. From the outset of his acquaintance with the Lubbock family, Darwin was sensitive to their wealth and prestige in City finance. Shortly after his move to Down in 1842, he confided to his sister, Catherine: 'The great Astronomer Sir J. Lubbock is owner of 3000 acres here, & is building a grand house a mile off-I believe he is very reserved & shy & proud or fine-so I suspect he will be no catch, & will never honour us'. 34 Darwin's predictions proved erroneous, and he formed a friendly relationship with the Lubbock family, providing instruction and guidance in natural history for the young John Lubbock. But throughout these early years of informal tuition, Darwin repeatedly fretted about the potentially deleterious effects of Lubbock 35 Several years later, Darwin offered Lubbock a similar evaluation, after reading a draft of his paper on the reproduction of Daphnia: 'you will do much in Nat. History, notwithstanding your terrible case of "pursuit of knowledge under riches" '. 36 Darwin's early concerns for Lubbock's scientific promise must be borne in mind when considering his often repeated lamentations surrounding Lubbock's foray into politics. The younger man's first unsuccessful attempt to gain a parliamentary seat in 1865 coincided with the publication of his Pre-Historic Times and with the death of his father. Writing to J. D. Hooker in 1865, Darwin proclaimed:
Science and the liberal intellectual I am heartily glad you like Lubbock's book so much. It made me grieve his taking to politics, and though I grieve that he has lost his election, yet I suppose, now that he is once bitten, he will never give up politics, and science is done for. Many men can make fair M.P.'s; and how few can work in science like him! 37 Pre-Historic Times brought together a series of papers that Lubbock had either published in Natural History Review or delivered as lectures at the Royal Institution. Both modes of dissemination linked him to the 'public science' of T. H. Huxley, John Tyndall and other scientific naturalists, with whom he increasingly aligned himself. Although most of the book principally drew on diffusionist ethnography, the final chapter introduced natural selection to the 'prehistoric movement': Lubbock placed the 'antiquity of man' within the rubric of hopeful developmentalism. Darwin delighted in the profundity of the final chapter, took pride in the fruits of intellectual abilities that he had 'discovered a dozen years ago', and then registered despair at Lubbock's venture into politics. Five years later, Lubbock won a parliamentary seat for Maidstone and published The Origins of Civilisation and the Primitive Condition of Man, his fully developed argument for socio-cultural evolution. 38 Lubbock's subsequent paucity of contributions to the prehistoric movement might be taken as vindication of Darwin's predictions, but this would be a mistake. Lubbock's work on prehistory was part of a larger intellectual project, upon which he continued to work and to make significant contributions. Lubbock's research on sensory physiology of insects and other animals built on his early investigations of invertebrate physiology and his subsequent work on the antiquity of man. In the concluding chapter of Pre-Historic Times he argued:
But even to animals which possess a clearly defined nervous system, we must ascribe very different degrees of sensibility. The study of the sensory organs in the lower animals offers great difficulties; but at least we know that they are, in many cases, few in number, and capable of conveying only general impressions. Every one will admit that the possession of a new sense or the improvement of an old one, is a fresh source of possible happiness; but how, it may be asked, does this affect the present question? 39 Lubbock had, of course, already answered his own question: according to his progressive developmentalism, natural selection led to increased happiness. More broadly, he declared that the progress of science would effect an improvement of the mind and would, thereby, increase happiness. His continuing contributions to science were part of his grand educational programme, which was rooted in his reading of natural selection as it applied to mental evolution.
Moreover, Darwin's distinction between a life of politics and a life of science must not be read anachronistically. At the time that Darwin made his pessimistic predictions, an occupational profession of science was still relatively rare, despite recent university reforms and a growth in learned scientific societies. Rather, a reclusive, independently wealthy naturalist, who wished to revolutionize natural history, failed either to envision or to acknowledge science as a new addition to the armoury of the 'man of letters', the 'educated classes' or the emergent 'intellectual'. With the death of his father in 1865, Lubbock acceded to the baronetcy and became head of the family bank. He commanded the wealth and independence necessary for a Victorian gentleman to become a successful intellectual. And for the well-connected English intellectual, a parliamentary seat was the ultimate goal.
J. F. M. Clark
Whereas Darwin lamented the possible implications of Lubbock's interest in politics, John Stuart Mill embraced them. Mill, a central figure in the overlapping worlds of politics and intellectual life, offered Lubbock any help that he could give. 40 After Herbert Spencer petitioned Mill on Lubbock's behalf, he responded: 'One of whom you express so high an opinion must be a very desirable member of the advanced liberal party in Parliament or anywhere'. 41 Parliament was the great stage upon which Victorian educated classes tested and displayed their intellectual mettle. 42 With the increasing profile of science as part of the rise of the intellectual in late Victorian Britain, a scientist such as John Lubbock could follow in the footsteps of the likes of Lyon Playfair: he could wield his scientific knowledge and skills in public service. 43 
WHIG-LIBERAL INTELLECTUAL
Darwin influenced Lubbock's scientific career, but 'intellectual father' obscures as much as it enlightens. On the one hand, it fails to capture adequately the developing relationship between the two men as collaborators. 44 On the other, it threatens to underplay the influence of Lubbock's parents. His mother, Harriet, played a strong role in the early education of her children. She nurtured Lubbock's interest in natural history, predicting that he would become a botanist. 45 Lubbock's father, Sir John William Lubbock, was a former student of William Whewell's at Cambridge and an accomplished mathematician and astronomer. As such he was part of the 'Cambridge Network' that looked to mathematics as a tool of intellectual and moral reform. He became a member of the committee of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (SDUK) in 1829, and produced his best-known work-a revision of the London tide-tables-with the encouragement of the SDUK. Through the effective use of mechanics' institutes and the nascent cheap literature movement, the SDUK (established in 1826) became the cornerstone of a Broughamite educational programme for the working classes. It sought to inculcate self-help through self-knowledge, by employing a science-based curriculum. As first Vice-Chancellor of the University of London (1837-42), Treasurer and a Vice-President of the Royal Society (1830-35, 1838-47), a treasurer of the Great Exhibition of 1851, and a patron of local schools in Kent, Sir John William Lubbock was in a position to exert influence on behalf of scientific education. Moreover, he contemplated running for MP for Cambridge University in 1832. 46 Like his father before him, John Lubbock combined banking and science with an active public life. After the death of his father, Lubbock became head of Robarts, Lubbock & Co.
(established in 1772 as Sir William Lemon, Buller, Furley, Lubbock & Co.), which was one of the three most prominent established private deposit banks in late-nineteenth-century England. A combination of social and cultural attributes-three years of an upper-class education at Eton, a large country seat at High Elms, familial connections with members of the Court of Directors of the Bank of England, and the assumption of a strictly supervisory role at the family bank after 1882-place Lubbock comfortably within Youssef Cassis's 'City aristocracy'. 47 As Timothy Alborn has convincingly argued, the Lubbocks' involvement in banking need not be seen as a separate distraction from serious scientific work. As head of a private bank, the Lubbocks would have assumed supervisory roles, which gave them the time and money to pursue intellectual and other interests. Their City connections furnished them with economic data, which they or their scientific peers could study systematically. Moreover, through their science and their banking, both men adhered Science and the liberal intellectual to principles of rational investigation, underpinned by quantitative evidence. 48 In many ways this commitment helped the younger Lubbock to forge intellectual bonds with the adherents of scientific naturalism.
At first glance, the Lubbocks' inclusion in Noel Annan's 'intellectual aristocracy' may seem at odds with a 'City aristocracy'. As Stefan Collini has pointed out, any attempt to categorize, definitively, a single person may run the risk of denying the complexities of life. 49 Although both social groupings were grounded in complex webs of kinship ties and a network of intermarriages, the intellectual aristocracy opposed wealth, as embodied in plutocracy. Committed to meritocracy, the intellectual aristocracy opposed traditional aristocratic privilege. They were 'wedded to gradual reform of accepted institutions and able to move between the worlds of speculation and government'. 50 Adopting Annan's category, George Stocking Jr places John Lubbock among an intellectual aristocracy of evolutionary anthropologists, who used their expositions of socio-cultural evolution to reinforce a middleclass ideal of social mobility. Lubbock, according to Stocking, personally exemplified this ideal by his rise from baronet to the title of Lord Avebury in 1900, and by his acquisition of a castle in Kent. 51 As part of the City aristocracy, Lubbock could, conceivably, oppose privileges of the traditional landed aristocracy. Like his father, Lubbock sought to rid society of untrained placemen in positions that required scientific expertise. And like his father, Lubbock envisioned these measures within a rubric of progressive developmentalism.
Frank Turner contends that Lubbock and his fellow X Club members formed the nucleus of scientific naturalism, a tool of scientific professionalizers, bent on wresting socio-cultural authority and leadership from the hands of the clergy. 52 In retrospect, Lubbock played a significant role in espousing the values which underpinned emergent professional society. But Lubbock is best understood as promoting the liberal values of his Whig father. Although his father's science was imbued with some of the moral fervour of earlynineteenth-century evangelicalism, Lubbock's science was strongly underpinned by Victorian liberalism's 'dominant . . . moral sensibilities'. Lubbock was not intent on making science an occupational profession: he wanted to incorporate science into the armoury of an intellectual élite, who would lead the moral reformation of society.
John Lubbock-member of the City and intellectual aristocracies-is best understood as building on his father's Broughamite Whig programme for science. As a 'whig-liberal', Lubbock used science to inculcate correct ethical and social behaviour. 53 Reflecting upon the state of the poor in his diary in 1853, he observed:
there high wages do them no good, it all goes in drink so that their wives and families are as badly off as ever. There are fewer petty thefts but not fewer crimes. The delegates instil Chartism and infidelity, which are on the increase, into them. Education has not yet been able to counter this. Certainly there are thousands of Children yet, who go to no school. 54 From an early age, Lubbock contended that education was the pre-eminent instrument of the 'moral regeneration of mankind'. 55 Working within a developmental framework, he later asserted that illiteracy spawned the criminal classes, who were civilization's savages. 56 To maintain social stability, a whig-liberal clerisy had to instruct the nation in good political behaviour. Lubbock was in an excellent position to implement such a programme. He was a member of the Senate, Vice-Chancellor, and, finally, parliamentary representative for the University of London. He served on three royal commissions concerned with educational issues, the most significant being the far-reaching and comprehensive Devonshire Commission on scientific instruction and the advancement of science. And as Principal of J. F. M. Clark the Working Men's College, and an active supporter of the University Extension movement, he spread his educational panacea to the labouring classes and to the provinces. 57 In an age steeped in the rhetoric of morality and character, John Lubbock proclaimed that 'the true glory of a nation' consisted 'in the moral and intellectual pre-eminence of the people', 58 and that science would 'raise and strengthen the national, as surely as the individual character'. 59 Lubbock was part of the governing or educated classes, who moved in overlapping political, social and intellectual worlds, which claimed to transcend 'mere party feeling'. One way in which late Victorian intellectuals distinguished themselves from early nineteenth-century men of letters was their denunciation of sectarianism. Lubbock observed: many of our countrymen assume as a self-evident truth that all religion must be dogmatic. Dean Stanley tells us that once, when he was Dean of Westminster, he endeavoured to prove to Lord Beaconsfield that a man might be very religious and yet withhold his judgment on dogmas . . . . If all Deans were like Dean Stanley, I should be sorry to lose them, but we might give up a good deal of dogma without any great disadvantage. 60 Throughout his life, Lubbock lived happily with an intellectual marriage of science and religion. While courting his second wife, John Lubbock briefly deferred his proclamations of love 'because it was good Friday'. 61 Less than a month later, he continued to woo Alice Lane Fox Pitt Rivers with a reading from Origin of Species.
62 Unlike many of his contemporary scientific naturalists, Lubbock suffered no crisis of faith. Charles Lyell, who struggled spiritually over the extension of evolution to the hallowed domain of man, informed J. D. Hooker, in March 1863: 'I shall lead more people on to Darwin and you, than one who, being born later, like Lubbock, has comparatively little to abandon of old and cherished ideas'. 63 As an intellectualist anthropologist, Lubbock believed that science provided correct naturalistic explanations in place of the erroneous past attempts of superstition and dogmatic religion. 64 Paraphrasing W. H. Freemantle, Lubbock contended that 'men of science and not the clergy only, are ministers of religion.' 65 Consequently, he associated with the broad church intelligentsia that defended a reformed Establishment, 66 and his closest friend was Balliol-educated Mountstuart Grant Duff. In addition, he sent his eldest son to Balliol, where he made frequent visits to the college's Master, Benjamin Jowett. 67 Convinced that science exerted a purifying influence on religion, Lubbock used the tools of scientific naturalism to earn his place among the whig-liberal intellectual aristocracy, who were committed to the defence of a reformed Established Church and to the necessity of education to inculcate individual responsibility.
Only months after the first appearance of Origin, the confluence of liberalism and naturalism became apparent. Published on 21 March 1860, Essays and Reviews provoked the 'greatest religious crisis of the Victorian age'. 68 
Science and the liberal intellectual
Feeling as we do that the discoveries in science, and the general progress of thought, have necessitated some modification of the views generally held on theological matters, we welcome these attempts to establish religious teaching on a firmer and broader foundation. 69 The mixed responses that they received highlight the dangers of depicting the confrontation as a war between science and religion. Among refusals were J. F. W. Herschel, who opposed organized sectarianism in matters scientific or religious, 70 and the anti-Darwinian entomologist Thomas Vernon Wollaston, who had a distaste for 'these recent, but hacknied, importations fr[om] Germany'. 71 In contrast, the Christian Socialist, future canon of Westminster and amateur scientist, Charles Kingsley, boldly declared: 'I will gladly sign your memorial . . . . I shall not be made a bishop, or even a Dean & I don't want to be. I want Truth to flourish & conquer. I have dared & suffered for her.' 72 Kingsley's proclamation of a quest for Truth resonated with Lubbock's liberal motivation to support the 'septem contra Christum'. The memorial, he claimed, 'commits you to no opinions, except one in favor of free discussion & free thought.' 73 J. D. Hooker, however, remained unconvinced. Like Herschel, he felt that the memorial actually represented sectarianism. Moreover, it threatened disunity within the '"body politic" of scientific men'. Hooker observed that most of the signatories were 'the young progressionists in Science', who represented 'one way of thinking in such matters as "Origin of Species", "Age of Man", etc. etc'; and that they might harm the image of science 'amongst the outsiders' by proffering their opinion on the foreign domain of religion. Although he would unhesitatingly oppose any challenge to 'progression' within science, the Essays clearly fell beyond his broadly demarcated disciplinary boundaries. 74 Lubbock did not share Hooker's vigilance over the borders of science and religion. Whereas Hooker spoke as a professional scientist, Lubbock spoke for part of an aggressive whig-liberal clerisy. Evoking a military metaphor, he decried, 'it is sadly irksome to do nothing while the battle of freedom is being fought, & I do think that the great liberal party should stand by their guns & their friends.' 75 Lubbock, and the circle of Darwinian supporters with whom he associated, continued to concern themselves with an amalgam of science, politics and religious beliefs throughout the 1860s. Opposed to dogmatic theology and committed to the cause of science, Lubbock and eight other men-Joseph Dalton Hooker, Thomas Henry Huxley, William Spottiswoode, John Tyndall, Edward Frankland, Thomas Archer Hirst, George Busk and Herbert Spencer-united to create an informal dining club in late 1864. 76 Meeting on the first Thursday of every month between October and June, the X Club wielded unparalleled influence within the scientific world for almost 30 years. In combination, the members of the X Club 'conspired' to promote their ideal of unfettered, scientific research. Committed to the creed of 'scientific naturalism', they believed that all phenomena in the material world could be reduced to naturalistic explanations; revelation had no explanatory role in the realm of scientific investigation.
SAVAGES, SOCIAL INSECTS, AND DOGS
As the author of Pre-Historic Times (1865) and The Origin of Civilisation and the Primitive Condition of Man (1870), Lubbock was, in the early 1870s, best known as an archaeologist and an anthropologist. Upon his death in 1913, however, Nature recognized his biological In 1874 Lubbock published his first in a long series of papers devoted to the social Hymenoptera. Within a decade his commitment to the study of ants, bees and wasps came to dominate his public image:
At this period of his varied career it is indeed evident that the aspect of his multitudinous industry which was impressing itself most vividly on the popular imagination was his study of the intelligence of hymenopterous insects. For the time being . . . it was overshadowing all that he had done in antiquarian research, in other branches of science, in finance, or in social legislation. 78 In 1882 Punch produced a trenchant satirization of Lubbock's multi-faceted public persona as one of their 'Fancy Portraits'. Underneath a caricature of Lubbock, as a bee hovering above flowers, was the following verse:
How doth the banking busy bee Improve his shining hours By studying on bank holidays Strange insects and wild flowers! 79 By transforming him into the object of his studies, Punch captured Lubbock's avowed campaign to promote industriousness and self-help through self-knowledge. John Lubbock was the architect of the Bank Holiday Act, which was passed on 15 May 1871. Punch's verse sardonically acknowledged that Lubbock's political commitment to greater 'leisure' was anchored in his pedagogical ambitions. The Entomologist's Monthly Magazine later noted: 'as the originator of the "Bank Holiday", his name will be for all time held in grateful remembrance by those Entomologists who are blessed with only a limited amount of leisure.' Lubbock successfully combined the roles of scientific naturalist and 'public moralist'. 80 Lubbock's work on social insects was not a complete departure from his contributions to the prehistoric movement. As an archaeologist and a social anthropologist, he worked within a developmental framework. Like Daniel Wilson before him, Lubbock used ethnographic parallels to discern vestiges of primitive ancestors in contemporary savages: similar tools and implements were offered as evidence to connect contemporary nineteenth-century 'savages' with primitive ancestors. Lubbock was one of the earliest intellectuals to combine biological and social evolution in his study of primitive man; and he controversially denied savages religion. Teetering on the edge of animality, savages therefore became a 'missing link'. 81 Lubbock's edifice of evolutionary progress rested upon a belief in the psychic unity of animal, savage and European man. The savage, the ant and the bee were perfectible; they could be civilized, domesticated or tamed. 82 To establish an evolutionary continuum effectively, Lubbock sought to close the gap between humans and the minima of sentient beings, insects. Thus, John Lubbock, renowned armchair intellectualist anthropologist, embarked upon his studies of social insects with the intention of taming some bees. 83 Whereas he denigrated non-European peoples under the moniker of 'savage', Lubbock elevated wasps, bees and ants to a 'rank Science and the liberal intellectual next to man in the scale of intelligence'. He created a sensation at the annual meeting of the British Association in August 1872 when he presented a wasp that he had tamed, like a savage civilized. He had captured a wasp while on holiday in the Pyrenees, and was soon able to 'feed her' and 'stroke her' without eliciting a sting. Punch likened him to a flea tamer, and then proposed him for Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, for surely he could 'pacify the Irish hornets' nest'. He had established the continuity of mental evolution between animal and man, and had affirmed the superior rationality of nineteenth-century European man by demonstrating his control over sentient nature. Sadly, the wasp died on 18 February 1873, after nine months in the company of Lubbock. Nature accorded it a small obituary as it came to its final resting place on a pin in the British Museum (Natural History). 84 Although actively observing and experimenting on bees and ants since 1871, the taming of the wasp infused Lubbock with a new sense of mission. He recorded that he had embarked upon a mission to 'tame' 12 bees three months after the wasp's death. Scientific naturalists based their cultural authority on their ability to control and manipulate the natural world through rigorous experimentation. As part of a flourishing apicultural tradition, semidomesticated bees seemed ideally suited to the scientist bent on subjecting insects to an experimental regime. The bees, however, did not easily submit to the experimentalist's designs. In June 1873 Lubbock was stung a number of times and driven from the hives by bees that had been excited by the summer's heat. 85 Not to be defeated, in the following month he established a Marriot flat glass hive in his sitting room, 'so as to be able to observe them more continuously'. But the mutinous bees bolted, and Lubbock had to replace the swarm, the queen and the hive on several occasions over the next 18 months. He later explained:
I originally intended to make my experiment principally with bees, but soon found that ants were on the whole more suitable for my purpose.
In the first place, ants are much less excitable, they are less liable to accidents, and from the absence of wings are more easy to keep under continuous observation. 86 In contrast to his experience with bees, Lubbock maintained and manipulated ant colonies for considerable lengths of time, using glass nests that he devised. 87 His plan of construction quickly became the model 'glass apparatus' for rearing and observing ant colonies; 'Lubbock nests' became standard equipment for myrmecologists. 88 Lubbock devoted a significant portion of his career to delineating the sensory physiology of social insects to demonstrate mental evolution. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, his inspiration came from Darwin. In Lubbock's presidential address to the Entomological Society of London he used Darwin's evidence for the co-evolution of flowers and insects as a springboard for his own speculations regarding the comparative psychology of bees. Taking his cue from the pollination biology of Darwin and Conrad Sprengel, Lubbock pondered the bee's ability to perceive 'bright and conspicuous flowers':
we obtain from these facts the best evidence that insects possess the faculty of perceiving and distinguishing colours. For as regards the vision, and indeed the other senses of insects, we have yet much to learn. We do not yet thoroughly understand how they see, smell, or hear; nor are entomologists entirely agreed as to the function or the structure of the antennae. This interesting subject offers a most promising field for study . . . . He speculated that insects possessed the power of reason and were capable of feeling pain. Significantly, he employed ants and 'savages' to support his suppositions:
Look, then, at the ants; they build houses, they keep domestic animals [aphids], and they make slaves; if we deny to them the possession of reason we might almost as well question it in the lower races of Man: insects cannot speak, indeed, but they evidently communicate by means of their antennae, just like certain North American Indians who cannot understand one another's language, but who can yet converse together with ease and fluency by a code of signs . . . . 90 In retrospect, Lubbock's presidential address of 1866 was a programmatic statement for his future work on sensory physiology and comparative psychology.
Lubbock was an adherent of association psychology: he believed that all ideas emanated from sensations of the external world, which were bound together in the mind through associations and memory. 91 Consequently, he proceeded on the assumption that an assessment of a being's sensory abilities would reveal a measure of its intelligence. After all, if consciousness in humans evolved gradually, it must exist, 'probably in a less degree, in other animals'. 'No one', he continued, '. . . who has kept and studied pets, even if they be only ants and bees, can bring himself to regard them as mere machines.' 92 Lubbock traced individual insects' responses to a barrage of sensory phenomena by marking them with dabs of paint. At various times he deployed a high-pitched whistle devised by Francis Galton, a sensitive flame apparatus loaned by John Tyndall, a telephone and sensitive microphone provided by Alexander Graham Bell, scented camel's hair brushes, tuning forks, a violin, and the squeaks and screams of his own voice. 93 Between 1874 and 1882 Lubbock broadcast the fruit of his research through the pages of Journal of the Linnean Society, and through lectures delivered at the Royal Institution. These lectures and papers, drawn together into a single volume, metamorphosed into one of his most popular books, Ants, Bees, and Wasps (1882). It went through five editions in its first seven months, and it passed through 13 more by 1929. 94 Although it was an acknowledged popular book, Ants, Bees, and Wasps contained original and lasting contributions to the sensory biology of insects. Using a rotating table devised by Francis Galton, Lubbock determined that ants followed scent trails, but that, in themselves, these trails provided no sense of direction. The latter attribute he linked to the incident light and thereby laid the foundations for the elaboration of the 'sun compass' reaction. He trained bees to visit honey smeared on glass that was laid over different coloured cards to test their colour vision. His method of training, which was subsequently called 'dressur', became widely employed by the German school that was led by Karl von Frisch. Furthermore, by observing where in the spectrum ants arranged their brood, Lubbock proved that they were sensitive to ultraviolet rays. 95 In total, he achieved some success in penetrating the insects' different perceptions of the world. Moreover, he presented the results of his experiments in an accessible, secular language. At a time when scientific disciplines began to move towards professional closure, John Lubbock believed that his contributions 'need not, because they are popular, be the less truly scientific'. 96 As part of a late Victorian generalist culture, he popularized the scientific naturalists' professional ideal to promote the ambitions of a whig-liberal clerisy.
Through John Lubbock's informal and formal expositions and demonstrations, the ant, as 'domesticated nature', achieved immense notoriety. As 'microcosms in the parlour', Lubbock nests shared much in common with aquariums, but they differed in one important Science and the liberal intellectual respect. 97 The Lubbock nest never became a middle-class fad in late Victorian Britain. Informally, however, Lubbock effectively wielded his ant nests as a form of parlour entertainment that was informed by experimentation. Befitting the gentleman intellectual, he provided weekend gatherings for prominent members of Society circles and the educated classes at High Elms. Undoubtedly, a major drawing card was a Sunday visit to Charles Darwin, which Lubbock made a frequent feature. He truly was 'Darwin's Mercury', introducing the reclusive naturalist of Down to a veritable pantheon of Victorian celebrities. In early March 1877, for instance, he took his weekend guests-Huxley, Lyon Playfair, John Morley and William E. Gladstone-'up to the hill-top', where 'the great statesman of liberalism met for the first time the great scientist of liberalism'. 98 Significantly, Lubbock's ants were another feature of these weekend gatherings, with 30-40 glass nests established in his rooms at High Elms. A friend noted that the 'ants were duly visited' as part of the weekend entertainment. 99 Even in the absence of his nests, Lubbock's ants became a topic of interest in Society rounds. In December 1881, Lubbock, on request, regaled the Duchess of Cleveland, Bismarck and other fellow guests at Woburn Abbey with talk of his ants. 100 John Lubbock was equally effective at reaching a broad popular audience. Although endowed with a weak voice, he drew large crowds to his lectures on ants. At the Dublin meeting of the British Association in 1878, the audience was so large that the organizers arranged for Lubbock to take his lecture outside. Rain prevented this course of action, and 'hundreds' were turned away. Lubbock proudly recorded in his diary: 'My ants made quite a sensation'. In November 1881, he drew a crowd of six or seven hundred at the Bow and Bromley Institute; he lectured on ants to an audience of 2000 at the Victoria Theatre in November 1885; and, in spite of miserable weather, 1500 persons attended his address to the Wolverhampton Literary Society in January 1887. Less than a month after he successfully delivered two papers at the Aberdeen meeting of the British Association in 1885, the Queen sent Lubbock a request for copies of the papers and of his book Ants, Bees, and Wasps.
101 Naturally, when the Working Women's College asked him to lecture in 1892, 'they chose the Ants as subject'. 102 Through his lectures, parties and publications, he ensured that the ants' ubiquitous presence in nature was duly reflected in their successful colonization of the many strata of Victorian society.
If the ubiquity of semi-domesticated ants and bees encouraged investigation of them, the proximity of other domestic pets proved equally alluring for Lubbock. In a manner befitting Dr Doolittle, Lubbock informed Nature in 1883 of his ambition to teach 'animals to converse'. 103 In early February of the same year, Lubbock acquired a black terrier puppy, named 'Van', upon which to experiment. Within a week, Lubbock had introduced the dog to a variant of his card-training technique. He placed cardboard pieces, with printed words, over everyday items-'food', 'tea', 'bone', 'water'. He separated the cards from the objects 10 days later, and left Van to make his requests. 'No one,', he concluded, 'who has seen him look down a row of cards and pick up the one he wanted could, I think, doubt that in bringing a card he felt that he is making a request, and that he could not only distinguish one card from another but also associate the word and object'. He was less successful with colour and arithmetical skills. Nevertheless, Lubbock considered these limitations inconsequential in light of the 'very limited powers of savage men in this respect. After all, Australian aborigines could only count to four.' To achieve his educational ambitions, Lubbock repeated his combination of experimentation, parlour entertainment and scientific proselytizing. By the time that pressures of work forced him to return the dog to its original owner in 1886, Lubbock's social circles were abuzz with discussion of the intelligent dog. 105 Gladstone, as a weekend guest at High Elms, showed particular interest in the puppy's progress. One year later, Van's fame had spread abroad, and the French newspapers had 'some amusing notices' of him. Lubbock published short reports on Van in The Spectator and Nature, and delivered a paper on the same subject at the Aberdeen meeting of the British Association in 1885. And when he contributed another monograph to the International Scientific Series, his experiments on Van constituted a chapter. 106 Upon the publication of On the Senses, Instincts, and Intelligence of Animals with Special Reference to Insects (1888), Benjamin Jowett wrote to Lubbock: 'I am inclined to think that more light will be [shed] on the human mind from a study of the instincts of animals than from metaphysical speculations.' 107 Jowett was not alone in his positive assessment of Lubbock's work. Acknowledged leaders in mental evolution and comparative psychology-George J. Romanes and C. Lloyd Morgan-considered Lubbock's techniques and methods to be exemplars for specialist work in this field of study. 108 
CONCLUSION
Like his list of the best 100 books, which he published in 1886, Lubbock intended his scientific literature to serve an educational purpose. 109 His popular science was not targeted at a lower-middle-class or labouring audience. He wrote his hymenopteran expositions in one 'voice' for a multiplicity of contexts. Lubbock's literature was not, however, a tool of social control that was meant to produce cogs in the industrial machine. 'Now we advocate Education', he explained, 'not merely to make the man the better workman, but the workman the better man.' 110 Lubbock used science to promote a professional ideal. Through his armchair anthropology, his tame wasp, his intelligent ants and bees, and his literate dog, Van, John Lubbock, first Baron Avebury, charted the evolutionary mental continuum between animal, savage and educated European man. Wealthy banker, MP, anthropologist and biologist, Lubbock devoted his considerable skills to proselytizing the creed of scientific naturalism. In a career that spanned half a century he contributed countless papers to learned societies and their journals, gave frequent public lectures and produced approximately 20 books, many of these being bestsellers. As a public moralist, Lubbock was part of a generalist intellectual culture and therefore steered a course between popular and increasingly professional science. His animal psychology often elicited both respect and scepticism from his scientific and political peers and from a bemused wider public. Hobbling into the House of Commons on crutches one day, Lubbock was greeted by an acquaintance: 'Hallow! Lubbock, got the gout? That comes of teaching dogs to read.' 111 The commitment to the psychic unity of man, which underpinned Lubbock's anthropology and comparative psychology, guided his educational approach. All persons were capable of becoming rational, civilized humans, in the image of the late-nineteenth-century British, educated, élite male. They just needed training in the values and knowledge of the intellectual aristocracy.
Science and the liberal intellectual
